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Game A-6: Black at A, B, or C?

After ZBO, which move is Black’s 
proper continuation: A, B, or C? 
Why?
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Game D-2: White at A, B, or C?

After Black closes the corner with 
w5, how should White respond: at 
A, B, or C? Why?
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Game C-6: White at A, B, or C?

White continues to build outside 
thickness while Black gains ter-
ritory on the right side. After xbp, 
how should White continue: at A, 
B, or C? Why?
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Correct Answer A-6: Black B

xbp (A) is not a good response—a 
territorial move when Black is 
committed to a moyo strategy. 
Black should play on the outside at 
B to expand the moyo.

Because Black’s top edge area is 
open on the right (White has an un-
blocked second line stone there so 
White can jump in and do substan-
tial damage.), Black should focus 
more on expanding the moyo from 
the right side at B. Although the 
corner there would be open, Black 
has a lot more potential on the right 
side than on the top.
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Correct Answer D-2: Z^ (A)

It is unwise for White to allow 
Black to make two solid corners 
since having that much early ter-
ritory makes it easier for Black 
to continue in the game. Hence, 
White prevents that with Z^ (A) 
and does not play at C.

Z^ could also be at B, but the game 
move is more consistent with the 
strategy of the two high 4-4 stones 
in the lower corners, aiming for 
speed and flexibility with center 
influence rather than territory at 
this point. 
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Correct Answer C-6: ZBQ (A)

White C is obviously a ridiculously 
small play at this point and away 
from the center of action. White 
B would likely be met by a black 
hane, gaining Black fifth line terri-
tory, which becomes too much.

ZBQ (A) allows Black a large right 
side territory but denies Black the 
corner, to keep things in balance.
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Game E-9: White at A, B, or C?

How should White respond to 
Black’s kick with xcl: at A, B, or 
C? Why?
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Game H-2: Black at A, B, or C?

How should Black continue: at A, 
B, or C? Why?
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Game I-1: Black at A, B, or C?

Game I is between single digit kyu 
amateurs.

White responds to the approach of 
w5 with Z^. How should Black con-
tinue: at A, B, or C? Why?
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Correct Answer E-9: White at C

ZCM (B) is the normal response to 
Black’s kick. But in this case White 
should take advantage of the possi-
ble connection at A by peeping at 
C. White C makes it easy for White 
to settle this group.

White could play ZCM at A. After 
Black blocks, White could then 
extend to the left and make a live 
group. However, Black would 
make outside influence in that case 
which would yield a lot of points 
for Black. It is better for White to 
take the corner.
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Correct Answer H-2: w7 (C)

The left side is the biggest area 
because of the white stone at the 
middle of the bottom edge. Black 
A would be too passive, allowing 
White complete freedom in shoos-
ing how to develop. Black B is not 
as effective at restricting White’s 
development as w7 (C). White is 
very likely to protect on the bottom 
and Black can significantly reduce 
White’s potential by making a solid 
position extending up the left side. 
It’s not hard to find correct moves 
in this sort of territorial game.
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Correct Answer I-1: Black C or w7 (B)

Since there is little pressure on \, 
Black should take advantage of the 
opportunity to approach the up-
per white 3-4 stone by playing at 
C, aiming to develop the left side 
while restricting both of White’s 
corners. w7 (B) is a good move lo-
cally and playable, of course, but a 
more active style would work well 
in this situation. Black still has the 
option of making a moyo if that ap-
peals.
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Game N-11: Black at A, B, or C?

Should Black respond to ZBQ at A, 
B, or C? Why?
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Game Q-2: White at A, B, or C?

Should White continue at A, B, or 
C? Why?
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Game R-1: White at A, B, or C?

Should White continue at A, B, or 
C? Why?
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Correct Answer N-11: Black B

xbr (A) is again too defensive. White 
is weak here and Black is strong; 
Black must attack not defend. 

Black must extend to B, denying 
White a base on the edge here and 
keeping the white group very weak, 
forcing it to run out.

Black C actually makes things eas-
ier for White by providing White 
a convenient target to attack in the 
process of making eyes. There is no 
basis for assuming that Black will 
gain anything from Black C.
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Correct Answer Q-2: White B

After ZAQ (A), | will end up as a 
poorly placed stone, creating bad 
shape for White. 

White should make use of | to 
seal Black in and develop center 
influence. White B is best; White C 
is similar but does not put as much 
pressure on Black.
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Correct Answer R-1: ZBM (B)

ZBM is excellent. The top is the big-
gest open area and this move aims 
to develop a huge area of potential 
on the board for White.

White A is a good invasion in the 
sense that it has a two space exten-
sion in either direction, but this is 
not the biggest open area. White C 
is also a big move, though not in 
the biggest open area, and it allows 
Black to take the initiative at the 
top.


